The Way Of Kings Stormlight Archive The
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience about lesson, amusement, as with ease as
concurrence can be gotten by just checking out a books The Way Of Kings Stormlight Archive
The furthermore it is not directly done, you could agree to even more with reference to this life, on
the order of the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as with ease as easy pretentiousness to acquire those all. We
allow The Way Of Kings Stormlight Archive The and numerous books collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way. in the course of them is this The Way Of Kings Stormlight Archive The
that can be your partner.

Epic - John Joseph Adams 2012-10-05
There is a sickness in the land. Prophets tell of
the fall of empires, the rise of champions. Great
beasts stir in vaults beneath the hills, beneath
the waves. Armies mass. Gods walk. The world
will be torn asunder. Epic fantasy is storytelling
at its biggest and best. From the creation myths

and quest sagas of ancient times to the megapopular fantasy novels of today, these are the
stories that express our greatest hopes and
fears, that create worlds so rich we long to
return to them again and again, and that inspire
us with their timeless values of courage and
friendship in the face of ultimate evil—tales that
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transport us to the most ancient realms and
show us the most noble sacrifices, the most
astonishing wonders. Now acclaimed editor John
Joseph Adams (Wastelands, The Living Dead)
brings you seventeen tales by today’s leading
authors of epic fantasy, including George R. R.
Martin (A Song of Ice and Fire), Ursula K. Le
Guin (Earthsea), Robin Hobb (Realms of
Elderlings), Kate Elliott (Crown of Stars), Tad
Williams (Of Memory, Sorrow & Thorn), Patrick
Rothfuss (The Kingkiller Chronicle), and more.
Return again to lands you’ve loved or visit
magical new worlds. Victory against the coming
darkness is never certain, but one thing’s for
sure—your adventure will be epic.
The Way of Kings Prime - Brandon Sanderson
2020-12
Oathbringer Part Two - Brandon Sanderson
2022-07-21
In Oathbringer, the third volume of the New
York Times bestselling Stormlight Archive,

humanity faces a new Desolation with the return
of the Voidbringers, a foe with numbers as great
as their thirst for vengeance. Dalinar Kholin's
Alethi armies won a fleeting victory at a terrible
cost: The enemy Parshendi summoned the
violent Everstorm, which now sweeps the world
with destruction, and in its passing awakens the
once peaceful and subservient parshmen to the
horror of their millennia-long enslavement by
humans. While on a desperate flight to warn his
family of the threat, Kaladin Stormblessed must
come to grips with the fact that the newly
kindled anger of the parshmen may be wholly
justified. Nestled in the mountains high above
the storms, in the tower city of Urithiru, Shallan
Davar investigates the wonders of the ancient
stronghold of the Knights Radiant and unearths
dark secrets lurking in its depths. And Dalinar
realises that his holy mission to unite his
homeland of Alethkar was too narrow in scope.
Unless all the nations of Roshar can put aside
Dalinar's blood-soaked past and stand
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together?and unless Dalinar himself can
confront that past?even the restoration of the
Knights Radiant will not prevent the end of
civilisation. The story continues in Rhythm of
War Part One.
Elantris - Brandon Sanderson 2015-10-06
Arriving in the kingdom of Arelon to enter a
marriage of state, princess Sarene discovers that
her intended has died and that she is considered
his widow, leaving her a lone force against the
imperial ambitions of a religious fanatic.
The Stormlight Archive, Books 1-3 - Brandon
Sanderson 2018-05-08
This Stormlight Archive discounted ebundle
includes: The Way of Kings, Words of Radiance,
Oathbringer The #1 New York Times bestselling
epic fantasy series by Brandon Sanderson! The
Stormlight Archive is the wildly imaginative epic
fantasy from New York Times bestselling author
Brandon Sanderson: welcome to the remarkable
world of Roshar, a world of stone and storms.
Uncanny tempests of incredible power sweep

across the rocky terrain so frequently that they
have shaped ecology and civilization alike.
Roshar is shared by humans and the enigmatic,
humanoid Parshendi, with whom they are at
war. It has been centuries since the fall of the
ten consecrated orders known as the Knights
Radiant, but their Shardblades and Shardplate
remain. Men trade kingdoms for Shardblades.
Wars were fought for them, and won by them,
but in the war against the Parshendi, the ancient
weapons and armor may not be enough. Speak
again the ancient oaths: Life before death.
Strength before weakness. Journey before
Destination. and return to men the Shards they
once bore. The Knights Radiant must stand
again. --- Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson
The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The Way of
Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella)
Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The
Final Empire The Well of Ascension The Hero of
Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy
of Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning
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Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere
novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the
Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of
Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent
The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other
books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners
Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Emperor's Blades - Brian Staveley
2014-01-14
The children of an assassinated emperor try to
stay alive and avenge their father's death while
continuing down their individual life-paths, one
in a monastery, another training with elite
soldiers, and one appointed a minister
determined to prove herself to her people.
Legion: Lies of the Beholder - Brandon
Sanderson 2020-03-10
The shocking conclusion to Brandon Sanderson's
Legion novella series, on its own for the first

time. Stephen Leeds is perfectly sane. It’s his
hallucinations who are mad. A genius of
unrivaled aptitude, Stephen can learn any new
skill, vocation, or art in a matter of hours.
However, to contain all of this, his mind creates
hallucinatory people—Stephen calls them
aspects—to hold and manifest the information.
Wherever he goes, he is joined by a team of
imaginary experts to give advice, interpretation,
and explanation. He uses them to solve problems
. . . for a price. When Stephen gets an
unexpected cry for help from the woman who
taught him how to control his aspects—right
when one of his aspects suddenly and violently
disappears—it will send him on a case the likes
of which he could never have imagined. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Arcanum Unbounded: The Cosmere Collection Brandon Sanderson 2016-11-22
An all-new 120-page Stormlight Archive novella,
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"Edgedancer," will be the crown jewel of
Arcanum Unbounded: The Cosmere Collection,
the first book of short fiction by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson.
The collection will include nine works in all. The
first eight are: “The Hope of Elantris” (Elantris)
“The Eleventh Metal” (Mistborn) “The Emperor's
Soul” (Elantris) “Allomancer Jak and the Pits of
Eltania, Episodes 28 through 30” (Mistborn)
“White Sand" (excerpt; Taldain) "Shadows for
Silence in the Forests of Hell” (Threnody) “Sixth
of Dusk” (First of the Sun) “Mistborn: Secret
History” (Mistborn) These wonderful works,
originally published on Tor.com and elsewhere
individually, convey the expanse of the Cosmere
and tell exciting tales of adventure Sanderson
fans have come to expect, including the Hugo
Award-winning novella, “The Emperor's Soul”
and an excerpt from the graphic novel "White
Sand." Arcanum Unbounded will also contain the
120-page Stormlight Archive novella
"Edgedancer," which will appear in this book for

the first time anywhere. It is a story of Lift,
taking place between Words of Radiance and the
forthcoming Oathbringer. Finally, this collection
includes essays and illustrations for the various
planetary systems in which the stories are set.
Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The
Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The Way of
Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella)
Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The
Final Empire The Well of Ascension The Hero of
Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy
of Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning
Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere
novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the
Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of
Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent
The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other
books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners
Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Mistborn Trilogy - Brandon Sanderson
2011-02-01
This discounted ebundle includes: Mistborn: The
Final Empire, The Well of Ascension, The Hero
of Ages From #1 New York Times bestselling
author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn trilogy
is a heist story of political intrigue and magical,
martial-arts action. For a thousand years the ash
fell and no flowers bloomed. For a thousand
years the Skaa slaved in misery and lived in fear.
For a thousand years the Lord Ruler, the "Sliver
of Infinity," reigned with absolute power and
ultimate terror, divinely invincible. This saga
dares to ask a simple question: What if the hero
of prophecy fails? Mistborn: The Final Empire —
Kelsier, a brilliant thief has turned his talents to
the ultimate caper, with the Lord Ruler as the
mark. Kel's plan is the ultimate long shot, until
luck brings a ragged girl named Vin into the
fold. But she will have to learn to trust if she is
to master powers of which she never dreamed.
The Well of Ascension — Evil has been defeated;

the war has just begun. Vin, the street urchin
who has become the most powerful Mistborn in
the land, and Elend Venture, the idealistic young
nobleman who loves her, must build a healthy
new society in the ashes of an empire. The Hero
of Ages — The Deepness has returned, along
with unusually heavy ashfalls and powerful
earthquakes. Humanity appears to be doomed.
Vin and Eland investigate the past to save the
future, and in the end, sacrifices must be made.
Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The
Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The Way of
Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella)
Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The
Final Empire The Well of Ascension The Hero of
Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy
of Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning
Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere
novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the
Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of
Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent
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The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other
books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners
Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Way of Kings - Brandon Sanderson
2014-03-04
Introduces the world of Roshar through the
experiences of a war-weary royal compelled by
visions, a highborn youth condemned to military
slavery, and a woman who is desperate to save
her impoverished house.
Stephen King's The Dark Tower: The Complete
Concordance - Robin Furth 2006-12-05
Offers a guide to Stephen King's epic fantasy
series, "The Dark Tower," covering characters,
Mid-World geography, and the High Speech
lexicon.
The Way of Kings - Brandon Sanderson
2010-08-31
From #1 New York Times bestselling author
Brandon Sanderson, The Way of Kings, Book

One of the Stormlight Archive begins an
incredible new saga of epic proportion. Roshar is
a world of stone and storms. Uncanny tempests
of incredible power sweep across the rocky
terrain so frequently that they have shaped
ecology and civilization alike. Animals hide in
shells, trees pull in branches, and grass retracts
into the soilless ground. Cities are built only
where the topography offers shelter. It has been
centuries since the fall of the ten consecrated
orders known as the Knights Radiant, but their
Shardblades and Shardplate remain: mystical
swords and suits of armor that transform
ordinary men into near-invincible warriors. Men
trade kingdoms for Shardblades. Wars were
fought for them, and won by them. One such war
rages on a ruined landscape called the Shattered
Plains. There, Kaladin, who traded his medical
apprenticeship for a spear to protect his little
brother, has been reduced to slavery. In a war
that makes no sense, where ten armies fight
separately against a single foe, he struggles to
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save his men and to fathom the leaders who
consider them expendable. Brightlord Dalinar
Kholin commands one of those other armies.
Like his brother, the late king, he is fascinated
by an ancient text called The Way of Kings.
Troubled by over-powering visions of ancient
times and the Knights Radiant, he has begun to
doubt his own sanity. Across the ocean, an
untried young woman named Shallan seeks to
train under an eminent scholar and notorious
heretic, Dalinar's niece, Jasnah. Though she
genuinely loves learning, Shallan's motives are
less than pure. As she plans a daring theft, her
research for Jasnah hints at secrets of the
Knights Radiant and the true cause of the war.
The result of over ten years of planning, writing,
and world-building, The Way of Kings is but the
opening movement of the Stormlight Archive, a
bold masterpiece in the making. Speak again the
ancient oaths: Life before death. Strength before
weakness. Journey before Destination. and
return to men the Shards they once bore. The

Knights Radiant must stand again. Other Tor
books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The
Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings Words of
Radiance Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The
Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The
Well of Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn:
The Wax and Wayne series Alloy of Law
Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning Collection
Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere novels
Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians
The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia
The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The
Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by
Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart
Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Rhythm of War - Brandon Sanderson 2020-11-17
An instant #1 New York Times Bestseller and a
USA Today and Indie Bestseller! The Stormlight
Archive saga continues in Rhythm of War, the
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eagerly awaited sequel to Brandon Sanderson's
#1 New York Times bestselling Oathbringer,
from an epic fantasy writer at the top of his
game. After forming a coalition of human
resistance against the enemy invasion, Dalinar
Kholin and his Knights Radiant have spent a year
fighting a protracted, brutal war. Neither side
has gained an advantage, and the threat of a
betrayal by Dalinar’s crafty ally Taravangian
looms over every strategic move. Now, as new
technological discoveries by Navani Kholin’s
scholars begin to change the face of the war, the
enemy prepares a bold and dangerous operation.
The arms race that follows will challenge the
very core of the Radiant ideals, and potentially
reveal the secrets of the ancient tower that was
once the heart of their strength. At the same
time that Kaladin Stormblessed must come to
grips with his changing role within the Knights
Radiant, his Windrunners face their own
problem: As more and more deadly enemy Fused
awaken to wage war, no more honorspren are

willing to bond with humans to increase the
number of Radiants. Adolin and Shallan must
lead the coalition’s envoy to the honorspren
stronghold of Lasting Integrity and either
convince the spren to join the cause against the
evil god Odium, or personally face the storm of
failure. Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson
The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The Way of
Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella)
Oathbringer Rhythm of War The Mistborn trilogy
Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of
Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax
and Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self
Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum
Unbounded Other Cosmere novels Elantris
Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians
series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The
Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The
Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The Rithmatist
series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon
Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight
Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is
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being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Dragonsteel - Brandon Sanderson 2011-05
The Way of Kings Part Two - Brandon Sanderson
2021-06-24
This is the second half of the epic fantasy novel
The Way of Kings. Roshar is a world of stone and
storms. Uncanny tempests of incredible power
sweep across the rocky terrain so frequently that
they have shaped ecology and civilisation alike.
Animals hide in shells, trees pull in branches,
and grass retracts into the soil-less ground.
Cities are built only where the topography offers
shelter. It has been centuries since the fall of the
ten consecrated orders known as the Knights
Radiant, but their Shardblades and Shardplate
remain: mystical swords and suits of armour that
transform ordinary men into near-invincible
warriors. Men trade kingdoms for Shardblades.
Wars were fought for them, and won by them.
One such war rages on a ruined landscape called

the Shattered Plains. There, Kaladin, who traded
his medical apprenticeship for a spear to protect
his little brother, has been reduced to slavery. In
a war that makes no sense, where ten armies
fight separately against a single foe, he
struggles to save his men and to fathom the
leaders who consider them expendable.
Brightlord Dalinar Kholin commands one of
those other armies. Like his brother, the late
king, he is fascinated by an ancient text called
The Way of Kings. Troubled by over-powering
visions of ancient times and the Knights Radiant,
he has begun to doubt his own sanity. Across the
ocean, an untried young woman named Shallan
seeks to train under an eminent scholar and
notorious heretic, Dalinar's niece, Jasnah.
Though she genuinely loves learning, Shallan's
motives are less than pure. As she plans a daring
theft, her research for Jasnah hints at secrets of
the Knights Radiant and the true cause of the
war. The result of more than ten years of
planning, writing, and world-building, The Way
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of Kings is but the opening movement of The
Stormlight Archive, a bold masterpiece in the
making. Speak again the ancient oaths: Life
before death. Strength before weakness. Journey
before Destination. And return to men the
Shards they once bore. The Knights Radiant
must stand again. The story continues in The
Way of Kings: Part Two.
Stormlight Archives Hc Box Set 1-4 - BRANDON.
SANDERSON 2022-10-25
Experience Brandon Sanderson's
groundbreaking, New York Times bestselling
Stormlight Archive, in this hardcover box set of
the first four epic volumes. Welcome to the
remarkable world of Roshar, a world both alien
and magical, where gigantic hurricane-like
storms scour the surface every few days and life
has adapted accordingly. Roshar is shared by
humans and the enigmatic, humanoid Parshendi,
with whom they are at war. Includes The Way of
Kings, Words of Radiance, Oathbringer, and
Rhythm of War Other Tor books by Brandon

Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive
The Way of Kings Words of Radiance
Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer Rhythm of
War The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final
Empire The Well of Ascension The Hero of Ages
Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy of
Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning
Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere
novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the
Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of
Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent
The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other
books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners
Steelheart Firefight Calamity
Brandon Sanderson Sampler - Brandon
Sanderson 2014-07-15
Brandon Sanderson is one of the most innovative
and prolific authors writing today, and Tor
Books is proud to share with you two of his most
exciting series: The Stormlight Archive and
Mistborn. This electronic sampler contains part
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one of The Way of Kings, book one in The
Stormlight archive, and the first five chapters of
Mistborn, book one of the Mistborn series. We
hope that you'll enjoy this look into the rich
imagination of #1 New York Times bestselling
author Brandon Sanderson. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Alcatraz vs. The Evil Librarians Series - Brandon
Sanderson 2017-02-28
This discounted ebundle includes: Alcatraz vs.
The Evil Librarians, The Scrivener's Bones, The
Knights of Crystallia, The Shattered Lens, The
Dark Talent An action-packed fantasy adventure
series by the #1 New York Times bestselling
author Brandon Sanderson. Alcatraz Smedry and
his family and friends must battle a cult of evil
Librarians bent on taking over the world through
misinformation and suppressing the truth.
Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians — On his
thirteenth birthday, foster child Alcatraz Smedry
gets a bag of sand in the mail-his only

inheritance from his father and mother. It is
quickly stolen by the cult of Evil Librarians.
Alcatraz must stop them, using the only weapon
he has: an incredible talent for breaking things.
The Scriveners Bones — In his second skirmish
against the Evil Librarians who rule the world,
Alcatraz and his ragtag crew of freedom fighters
track Grandpa Smedry to the ancient and
mysterious Library of Alexandria. Can Alcatraz
and his friends rescue Grandpa Smedry and
make it out of there alive? The Knights of
Crystallia — Alcatraz Smedry has made it to the
Free Kingdoms at last. Unfortunately, so have
the Evil Librarians—including his mother! Now
Alcatraz has to find a traitor among the Knights
of Crystallia, make up with his estranged father,
and save one of the last bastions of the Free
Kingdoms from the Evil Librarians. The
Shattered Lens — Alcatraz Smedry is up against
a whole army of Evil Librarians with only his
friend Bastille, a few pairs of glasses, and an
unlimited supply of exploding teddy bears to
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help him. This time, even Alcatraz's
extraordinary talent for breaking things may not
be enough to defeat the army of Evil Librarians
and their giant librarian robots. The Dark Talent
— Alcatraz Smedry has successfully defeated the
army of Evil Librarians and saved the kingdom
of Mokia. Too bad he managed to break the
Smedry Talents in the process. Even worse, his
father is trying to enact a scheme that could ruin
the world, and his friend, Bastille, is in a coma.
Without his Talent to draw upon, can Alcatraz
figure out a way to save Bastille and defeat the
Evil Librarians once and for all? At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Girl Who Raced Fairyland All the Way Home
- Catherynne M. Valente 2016-03-01
This final book in the New York Timesbestselling Fairyland series finds September
accidentally crowned the Queen of Fairyland.
But there are others who believe they have a fair

and good claim on the throne, so there is a Royal
Race--whoever wins will seize the crown. Along
the way, beloved characters including the
Wyverary, A-Through-L, the boy Saturday, the
changelings Hawthorn and Tamburlaine, the
wombat Blunderbuss, and the gramophone
Scratch are caught up in the madness. And
September's parents have crossed the universe
to find their daughter. Who will win? What will
become of September, Saturday, and A-ThroughL? The answers will surprise you, and are as
bewitching and bedazzling as fans of this series
by Catherynne M. Valente have come to expect.
The Alloy of Law - Brandon Sanderson
2011-11-08
After 20 years in the Roughs, Waxillium Ladrian-a rare Twinborn who can Push on metals with
his Allomancy--is forced by family tragedy to
return to Elendel, where he learns the hard way
that the mansions and elegant tree-lined streets
of the city can be more dangerous than the dusty
plains of the Roughs.
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Stormlight Archive MM Boxed Set I, Books 1-3:
The Way of Kings, Words of Radiance,
Oathbringer - Brandon Sanderson 2020-08-25
#1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon
Sanderson's Stormlight Archive Boxed Set I
includes books 1-3 in the epic fantasy series.
Welcome to the remarkable world of Roshar, a
world both alien and magical, where gigantic
hurricane-like storms scour the surface every
few days and life has adapted accordingly.
Roshar is shared by humans and the enigmatic,
humanoid Parshendi, with whom they are at
war. This mass market paperback boxed set
includes: The Way of Kings Words of Radiance
Oathbringer
Shadows Beneath - Brandon Sanderson
2014-06-29
From the Hugo Award-winning hosts of the
Writing Excuses writing advice show comes a
collection of all-new stories of the fantastic, with
beautiful illustrations and a behind-the-scenes
look at each story’s creation. Brandon

Sanderson’s “Sixth of the Dusk,” set in his
Cosmere universe shared by the Mistborn books
and the #1 New York Times bestselling
Stormlight Archive, showcases a society on the
brink of technological change. On the deadly
island of Patji, where predators can sense the
thoughts of their prey, a lone trapper discovers
that the island is not the only thing out to kill
him. Mary Robinette Kowal’s “A Fire in the
Heavens” is a powerful tale of a refugee seeking
to the near-mythical homeland her oppressed
people left centuries ago. When Katin discovers
the role the “eternal moon” occupies in the
Center Kingdom, and the nature of the society
under its constant light, she may find enemies
and friends in unexpected places. Dan Wells’s
“I.E.Demon” features an Afghanistan field test of
a piece of technology that is supposed to handle
improvised explosive devices. Or so the
engineers have told the EOD team that will be
testing it; exactly what it does and how it does it
are need-to-know, and the grunts don’t need to
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know. Until suddenly the need arises. Howard
Tayler’s “An Honest Death” stars the security
team for the CEO of a biotech firm about to
release the cure for old age. When an intruder
appears and then vanishes from the CEO’s
office, the bodyguards must discover why he is
lying to them about his reason for pressing the
panic button. For years the hosts of Writing
Excuses have been offering tips on
brainstorming, drafting, workshopping, and
revision, and now they offer an exhaustive look
at the entire process. Not only does Shadows
Beneath have four beautifully illustrated
fantastic works of fiction, but it also includes
transcripts of brainstorming and workshopping
sessions, early drafts of the stories, essays about
the stories’ creation, and details of all the edits
made between the first and final drafts. Come
for the stories by award-winning authors; stay
for the peek behind the creative curtain.
Words of Radiance - Brandon Sanderson
2017-09-19

From #1 New York Times bestselling author
Brandon Sanderson, Words of Radiance, Book
Two of the Stormlight Archive, continues the
immersive fantasy epic that The Way of Kings
began. Expected by his enemies to die the
miserable death of a military slave, Kaladin
survived to be given command of the royal
bodyguards, a controversial first for a low-status
"darkeyes." Now he must protect the king and
Dalinar from every common peril as well as the
distinctly uncommon threat of the Assassin, all
while secretly struggling to master remarkable
new powers that are somehow linked to his
honorspren, Syl. The Assassin, Szeth, is active
again, murdering rulers all over the world of
Roshar, using his baffling powers to thwart
every bodyguard and elude all pursuers. Among
his prime targets is Highprince Dalinar, widely
considered the power behind the Alethi throne.
His leading role in the war would seem reason
enough, but the Assassin's master has much
deeper motives. Brilliant but troubled Shallan
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strives along a parallel path. Despite being
broken in ways she refuses to acknowledge, she
bears a terrible burden: to somehow prevent the
return of the legendary Voidbringers and the
civilization-ending Desolation that will follow.
The secrets she needs can be found at the
Shattered Plains, but just arriving there proves
more difficult than she could have imagined.
Meanwhile, at the heart of the Shattered Plains,
the Parshendi are making an epochal decision.
Hard pressed by years of Alethi attacks, their
numbers ever shrinking, they are convinced by
their war leader, Eshonai, to risk everything on a
desperate gamble with the very supernatural
forces they once fled. The possible consequences
for Parshendi and humans alike, indeed, for
Roshar itself, are as dangerous as they are
incalculable. Other Tor books by Brandon
Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive
The Way of Kings Words of Radiance
Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer (forthcoming)
The Mistborn saga Mistborn: The Final Empire

The Well of Ascension The Hero of Ages Alloy of
Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning
Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere
Titles Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the
Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of
Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent
Rithmatist The Rithmatist Other books by
Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart
Firefight Calamity
Edgedancer - Brandon Sanderson 2017-10-17
From #1 New York Times bestselling author
Brandon Sanderson, a special gift edition of
Edgedancer, a short novel of the Stormlight
Archive (previously published in Arcanum
Unbounded). Three years ago, Lift asked a
goddess to stop her from growing older--a wish
she believed was granted. Now, in Edgedancer,
the barely teenage nascent Knight Radiant finds
that time stands still for no one. Although the
young Azish emperor granted her safe haven
from an executioner she knows only as
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Darkness, court life is suffocating the freespirited Lift, who can't help heading to Yeddaw
when she hears the relentless Darkness is there
hunting people like her with budding powers.
The downtrodden in Yeddaw have no champion,
and Lift knows she must seize this awesome
responsibility. Other Tor books by Brandon
Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive
The Way of Kings Words of Radiance
Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn
trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of
Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax
and Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self
Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum
Unbounded Other Cosmere novels Elantris
Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians
series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The
Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The
Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The Rithmatist
series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon
Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight
Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is

being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Way of Kings - Brandon Sanderson
2011-05-24
A new epic series by the best-selling writer of
Robert Jordan's final Wheel of Time® novels
introduces the world of Roshar through the
experiences of a war-weary royal compelled by
visions, a highborn youth condemned to military
slavery and a woman who would save her
impoverished house. Reprint. A best-selling
novel.
Please Pick Me - Reina Regina 2021-11-11
In a garden of a thousand other volumes, my
little yellow book with its earnest plea and
hopeful flowers on the cover sits waiting for you
to pick it up. It's got a heart it wants to give
away. These haikus, poems, and prose pieces are
about the miracle of being wanted back by
someone we want, the desperation of hoping
they'll fight harder when they waver, the
rawness of seeking reassurance that we are
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loved as we are, and the tenderness we feel
when we're sending love out to others—all those
moments when we are making our need to be
accepted plain and praying, please pick me. This
new, compact Philippine edition features the
same four chapters of poetry as the original,
with a little sneak peek into my in-progress
collection of pandemic poems, some things don't
survive. I hope you open it. I hope it invites you
to be open too.
The Way of Kings - Brandon Sanderson
2010-12-30
'I loved this book. What else is there to say?'
Patrick Rothfuss According to mythology
mankind used to live in The Tranquiline Halls.
Heaven. But then the Voidbringers assaulted
and captured heaven, casting out God and men.
Men took root on Roshar, the world of storms.
And the Voidbringers followed... They came
against man ten thousand times. To help them
cope, the Almighty gave men powerful suits of
armor and mystical weapons, known as

Shardblades. Led by ten angelic Heralds and ten
orders of knights known as Radiants, mankind
finally won. Or so the legends say. Today, the
only remnants of those supposed battles are the
Shardblades, the possession of which makes a
man nearly invincible on the battlefield. The
entire world is at war with itself - and has been
for centuries since the Radiants turned against
mankind. Kings strive to win more Shardblades,
each secretly wishing to be the one who will
finally unite all of mankind under a single
throne. On a world scoured down to the rock by
terrifying hurricanes that blow through every
few day a young spearman forced into the army
of a Shardbearer, led to war against an enemy
he doesn't understand and doesn't really want to
fight. What happened deep in mankind's past?
Why did the Radiants turn against mankind, and
what happened to the magic they used to wield?
Readers absolutely love The Way of Kings:
'Incredible, impressive or fantastic, all these
words are an understatement to the quality this
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book holds. The Way of Kings is the beginning of
a masterpiece series in epic fantasy' Novel
Notions 'It's multi-POV, action-packed, heartfelt,
exciting, thrilling, and I am running out of
adjectives' Goodreads Reviewer, Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ 'The story is mind-blowing,
the ideas and thoughts create a world that is
believable and intriguing. A strong tale with a
well fleshed out world and multidimensional
characters that are easy to care about'
Goodreads Reviewer, Goodreads reviewer, ⭐ ⭐ ⭐
⭐ ⭐ 'The Way of Kings is a huge opening act to
The Stormlight Archive which took every single
one of these elements of a good fantasy story
and elevated the art of storytelling to a different
league' Goodreads reviewer, ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ 'Brandon
Sanderson is probably the most gifted storyteller
of his generation. He's a silent force that strikes
you when you least expect it, and with The Way
of Kings he introduces a series that will change
the history of Fantasy' Goodreads reviewer, ⭐ ⭐ ⭐
⭐ ⭐ 'I've been struck speechless. I've loved

Sanderson's books in the past, but this one
completely blew me away. I really wish I could
give The Way of Kings a sixth star' Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐
Oathbringer - Brandon Sanderson 2017-11-14
The #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to
Words of Radiance, from epic fantasy author
Brandon Sanderson at the top of his game. In
Oathbringer, the third volume of the New York
Times bestselling Stormlight Archive, humanity
faces a new Desolation with the return of the
Voidbringers, a foe with numbers as great as
their thirst for vengeance. Dalinar Kholin’s
Alethi armies won a fleeting victory at a terrible
cost: The enemy Parshendi summoned the
violent Everstorm, which now sweeps the world
with destruction, and in its passing awakens the
once peaceful and subservient parshmen to the
horror of their millennia-long enslavement by
humans. While on a desperate flight to warn his
family of the threat, Kaladin Stormblessed must
come to grips with the fact that the newly
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kindled anger of the parshmen may be wholly
justified. Nestled in the mountains high above
the storms, in the tower city of Urithiru, Shallan
Davar investigates the wonders of the ancient
stronghold of the Knights Radiant and unearths
dark secrets lurking in its depths. And Dalinar
realizes that his holy mission to unite his
homeland of Alethkar was too narrow in scope.
Unless all the nations of Roshar can put aside
Dalinar’s blood-soaked past and stand
together—and unless Dalinar himself can
confront that past—even the restoration of the
Knights Radiant will not prevent the end of
civilization. Other Tor books by Brandon
Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive
The Way of Kings Words of Radiance
Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn
trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of
Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax
and Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self
Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum
Unbounded Other Cosmere novels Elantris

Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians
series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The
Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The
Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The Rithmatist
series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon
Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight
Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Distinctions: Prologue to Towers of Midnight Robert Jordan 2010-09-21
The Wheel of Time turns, and Ages come and
pass. What was, what will be, and what is, May
let fall under the Shadow. Let the Dragon ride
again on the winds of time. In the Prologue to
Towers of Midnight, book thirteen of The Wheel
of Time, Lan Mandragoran rides on toward
death; Perrin Aybara, Lord Goldeneyes, has a
disturbing dream; Galad leads the Whitecloaks
into harm's way; one who has left humanity
behind creeps through the Blight; and the Blight
border faces invasion. As with the previous four
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titles in The Wheel of Time series, this prologue
from Robert Jordan's Towers of Midnight,
completed by Brandon Sanderson, is available
for sale before the book's official release date
(November 2, 2010). At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Way of Kings - Brandon Sanderson 2011
The brand new epic fantasy series from
international bestseller Brandon Sanderson.
According to mythology mankind used to live in
The Tranquiline Halls. Heaven. But then the
Voidbringers assaulted and captured heaven,
casting out God and men. Men took root on
Roshar, the world of storms. And the
Voidbringers followed ... They came against man
ten thousand times. To help them cope, the
Almighty gave men powerful suits of armor and
mystical weapons, known as Shardblades. Led
by ten angelic Heralds and ten orders of knights
known as Radiants, mankind finally won. Or so
the legends say. Today, the only remnants of

those supposed battles are the Shardblades, the
possession of which makes a man nearly
invincible on the battlefield. The entire world is
at war with itself - and has been for centuries
since the Radiants turned against mankind.
Kings strive to win more Shardblades, each
secretly wishing to be the one who will finally
unite all of mankind under a single throne. On a
world scoured down to the rock by terrifying
hurricanes that blow through every few days is a
young spearman, forced into the army of a
Shardbearer, led to war against an enemy he
doesn't understand and doesn't really want to
fight. What happened deep in mankind's past?
Why did the Radiants turn against mankind, and
what happened to the magic they used to wield?
Alcatraz Versus the Knights of Crystallia Brandon Sanderson 2009
When Alcatraz and Grandpa Smedry make a
pilgrimage to the Free Kingdom city of
Crystallia, they are shocked to find the city
under seige by the Evil Librarians--led by
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Alcatraz's own mother.
Way of Kings - Brandon Sanderson 2021-03-30
From #1 New York Times bestselling author
Brandon Sanderson, The Way of Kings, Book
One of the Stormlight Archive begins an
incredible new saga of epic proportion.Roshar is
a world of stone and storms. Uncanny tempests
of incredible power sweep across the rocky
terrain so frequently that they have shaped
ecology and civilization alike. Animals hide in
shells, trees pull in branches, and grass retracts
into the soilless ground. Cities are built only
where the topography offers shelter.It has been
centuries since the fall of the ten consecrated
orders known as the Knights Radiant, but their
Shardblades and Shardplate remain: mystical
swords and suits of armor that transform
ordinary men into near-invincible warriors. Men
trade kingdoms for Shardblades. Wars were
fought for them, and won by them.One such war
rages on a ruined landscape called the Shattered
Plains. There, Kaladin, who traded his medical

apprenticeship for a spear to protect his little
brother, has been reduced to slavery. In a war
that makes no sense, where ten armies fight
separately against a single foe, he struggles to
save his men and to fathom the leaders who
consider them expendable.Brightlord Dalinar
Kholin commands one of those other armies.
Like his brother, the late king, he is fascinated
by an ancient text called The Way of Kings.
Troubled by over-powering visions of ancient
times and the Knights Radiant, he has begun to
doubt his own sanity.Across the ocean, an
untried young woman named Shallan seeks to
train under an eminent scholar and notorious
heretic, Dalinar's niece, Jasnah. Though she
genuinely loves learning, Shallan's motives are
less than pure. As she plans a daring theft, her
research for Jasnah hints at secrets of the
Knights Radiant and the true cause of the
war.The result of over ten years of planning,
writing, and world-building, The Way of Kings is
but the opening movement of the Stormlight
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Archive, a bold masterpiece in the making.Speak
again the ancient oaths:Life before
death.Strength before weakness.Journey before
Destination.and return to men the Shards they
once bore.The Knights Radiant must stand
again.Other Tor books by Brandon
SandersonThe CosmereThe Stormlight
ArchiveThe Way of KingsWords of
RadianceEdgedancer (Novella)OathbringerThe
Mistborn trilogyMistborn: The Final EmpireThe
Well of AscensionThe Hero of AgesMistborn: The
Wax and Wayne seriesAlloy of LawShadows of
SelfBands of MourningCollectionArcanum
Unbounded
Dawnshard - Brandon Sanderson 2020-11-10
From Brandon Sanderson—author of the #1
New York Times bestselling Stormlight Archive
and its fourth massive installment, Rhythm of
War—comes a new hefty novella, Dawnshard.
Taking place between Oathbringer and Rhythm
of War, this tale (like Edgedancer before it)
gives often-overshadowed characters their own

chance to shine. When a ghost ship is
discovered, its crew presumed dead after trying
to reach the storm-shrouded island Akinah,
Navani Kholin must send an expedition to make
sure the island hasn't fallen into enemy hands.
Knights Radiant who fly too near find their
Stormlight suddenly drained, so the voyage must
be by sea. Shipowner Rysn Ftori lost the use of
her legs but gained the companionship of ChiriChiri, a Stormlight-ingesting winged larkin, a
species once thought extinct. Now Rysn's pet is
ill, and any hope for Chiri-Chiri’s recovery can
be found only at the ancestral home of the
larkin: Akinah. With the help of Lopen, the
formerly one-armed Windrunner, Rysn must
accept Navani's quest and sail into the perilous
storm from which no one has returned alive. If
the crew cannot uncover the secrets of the
hidden island city before the wrath of its ancient
guardians falls upon them, the fate of Roshar
and the entire Cosmere hangs in the balance.
The Dark Talent - Brandon Sanderson
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2016-09-06
The Dark Talent is the fifth action-packed
fantasy adventure in the Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians series for young readers by the #1
New York Times bestselling author Brandon
Sanderson. This never-before-published, fastpaced, and funny novel is now available in a
deluxe hardcover edition, illustrated by Hayley
Lazo. Alcatraz Smedry has successfully defeated
the army of Evil Librarians and saved the
kingdom of Mokia. Too bad he managed to break
the Smedry Talents in the process. Even worse,
his father is trying to enact a scheme that could
ruin the world, and his friend, Bastille, is in a
coma. To revive her, Alcatraz must infiltrate the
Highbrary--known as The Library of Congress to
Hushlanders--the seat of Evil Librarian power.
Without his Talent to draw upon, can Alcatraz
figure out a way to save Bastille and defeat the
Evil Librarians once and for all? “Like Lemony
Snicket and superhero comics rolled into one.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review At the

Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Legion: The Many Lives of Stephen Leeds Brandon Sanderson 2018-09-18
Legion: The Many Lives of Stephen Leeds, is #1
New York Times bestselling author Brandon
Sanderson's novella collection of science fiction
thrillers that will make you question reality-including a never-before-published story.
Stephen Leeds is perfectly sane. It's his
hallucinations who are mad. A genius of
unrivaled aptitude, Stephen can learn any new
skill, vocation, or art in a matter of hours.
However, to contain all of this, his mind creates
hallucinatory people—Stephen calls them
aspects—to hold and manifest the information.
Wherever he goes, he is joined by a team of
imaginary experts to give advice, interpretation,
and explanation. He uses them to solve problems
. . . for a price. His brain is getting a little
crowded and the aspects have a tendency of
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taking on lives of their own. When a company
hires him to recover stolen property—a camera
that can allegedly take pictures of the
past—Stephen finds himself in an adventure
crossing oceans and fighting terrorists. What he
discovers may upend the foundation of three
major world religions—and, perhaps, give him a
vital clue into the true nature of his aspects.
Legion: The Many Lives of Stephen Leeds
includes Legion, Legion: Skin Deep and the
brand new, shocking finale to Leeds' story, Lies
of the Beholder.
What the Storm Means: Prologue to the
Gathering Storm - Robert Jordan 2009-09-17
The Wheel of Time turns, and Ages come and
pass. What was, what will be, and what is, may
yet fall under the Shadow. In the Prologue to
The Gathering Storm, the first volume of the last
trilogy of Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time epic,
Rand al'Thor, the Dragon Reborn, struggles to
unite a fractured network of kingdoms and
alliances in preparation for the Last Battle. As he

attempts to halt the Seanchan encroachment
northward---wishing he could form at least a
temporary truce with the invaders---his allies
watch in terror the shadow that seems to be
growing within the heart of the Dragon Reborn
himself. As with the previous three titles in the
Wheel of Time series, this prologue from Robert
Jordan's The Gathering Storm, completed by
Brandon Sanderson, is available for sale before
the book's official release date (October 27,
2009). At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Dragonsbane - Barbara Hambly 2011-03-29
An idealistic young prince convinces an aging
warrior and a struggling witch to help him kill
the dragon that is terrorizing his kingdom As a
vicious dragon stalks the Southlands, Crown
Prince Gareth ventures to the forbidding North
in search of the only man who can kill it. He is
Lord Aversin, the Dragonsbane, whose dragonslaying days have won him renown across the
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land. But when Gareth finds Lord Aversin, he
discovers the mighty hero is squat and
bespectacled, the ruler of a mud-village who
admits that he killed the dragon not with a
lance, but with ignoble poison. Still, he’ll have to
do. Gareth and Aversin set off in company with
Jenny Waynest, a witch with great ambitions but
disappointingly puny powers—a ragtag crew
destined to become legendary, or die in the
attempt. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Barbara Hambly, including rare
photos and never-before-seen documents from
the author’s personal collection.
The Way of Kings Volume 2 - Brandon Sanderson
2020-12
The Well of Ascension - Brandon Sanderson
2010-04-01
From #1 New York Times bestselling author
Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a
heist story of political intrigue and magical,
martial-arts action. The impossible has been

accomplished. The Lord Ruler -- the man who
claimed to be god incarnate and brutally ruled
the world for a thousand years -- has been
vanquished. But Kelsier, the hero who
masterminded that triumph, is dead too, and
now the awesome task of building a new world
has been left to his young protégé, Vin, the
former street urchin who is now the most
powerful Mistborn in the land, and to the
idealistic young nobleman she loves. As Kelsier's
protégé and slayer of the Lord Ruler she is now
venerated by a budding new religion, a
distinction that makes her intensely
uncomfortable. Even more worrying, the mists
have begun behaving strangely since the Lord
Ruler died, and seem to harbor a strange
vaporous entity that haunts her. Stopping
assassins may keep Vin's Mistborn skills sharp,
but it's the least of her problems. Luthadel, the
largest city of the former empire, doesn't run
itself, and Vin and the other members of
Kelsier's crew, who lead the revolution, must
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learn a whole new set of practical and political
skills to help. It certainly won't get easier with
three armies – one of them composed of
ferocious giants – now vying to conquer the city,
and no sign of the Lord Ruler's hidden cache of
atium, the rarest and most powerful allomantic
metal. As the siege of Luthadel tightens, an
ancient legend seems to offer a glimmer of hope.
But even if it really exists, no one knows where
to find the Well of Ascension or what manner of
power it bestows. Other Tor books by Brandon
Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive
The Way of Kings Words of Radiance
Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn
trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of
Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax
and Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self
Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum
Unbounded Other Cosmere novels Elantris
Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians
series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The
Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The

Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The Rithmatist
series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon
Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight
Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Words of Radiance - Brandon Sanderson
2014-03-04
From #1 New York Times bestselling author
Brandon Sanderson, Words of Radiance, Book
Two of the Stormlight Archive, continues the
immersive fantasy epic that The Way of Kings
began. Expected by his enemies to die the
miserable death of a military slave, Kaladin
survived to be given command of the royal
bodyguards, a controversial first for a low-status
"darkeyes." Now he must protect the king and
Dalinar from every common peril as well as the
distinctly uncommon threat of the Assassin, all
while secretly struggling to master remarkable
new powers that are somehow linked to his
honorspren, Syl. The Assassin, Szeth, is active
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again, murdering rulers all over the world of
Roshar, using his baffling powers to thwart
every bodyguard and elude all pursuers. Among
his prime targets is Highprince Dalinar, widely
considered the power behind the Alethi throne.
His leading role in the war would seem reason
enough, but the Assassin's master has much
deeper motives. Brilliant but troubled Shallan
strives along a parallel path. Despite being
broken in ways she refuses to acknowledge, she
bears a terrible burden: to somehow prevent the
return of the legendary Voidbringers and the
civilization-ending Desolation that will follow.
The secrets she needs can be found at the
Shattered Plains, but just arriving there proves
more difficult than she could have imagined.
Meanwhile, at the heart of the Shattered Plains,
the Parshendi are making an epochal decision.
Hard pressed by years of Alethi attacks, their
numbers ever shrinking, they are convinced by
their war leader, Eshonai, to risk everything on a

desperate gamble with the very supernatural
forces they once fled. The possible consequences
for Parshendi and humans alike, indeed, for
Roshar itself, are as dangerous as they are
incalculable. Other Tor books by Brandon
Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive
The Way of Kings Words of Radiance
Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn
trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of
Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax
and Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self
Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum
Unbounded Other Cosmere novels Elantris
Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians
series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The
Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The
Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The Rithmatist
series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon
Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight
Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
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